Abstract
Introduction
Everyone has at some time or another had to think about questions such as what movie to see, where to go on holiday, where to go for lunch, what book to read, and although the possible answers might seem easy this is not always the case due to the numerous possible answers, i.e. the enormous number of movies to see, books to read, places to visit, restaurants to eat at, etc. Recommender Systems (RS) have emerged to address this issue. Broadly speaking, an RS provides specific suggestions about items (or actions) within a given domain and which may be considered of interest to the user [22] .
There are many kinds of RS, depending on the information used when recommending. In this paper, we will explore the variant called collaborative filtering which attempts to identify groups of people with similar tastes to those of the user and to recommend items that these have liked. Most of these RS are designed for individual use, i.e. there is an active user that (once connected with the system) receives recommendations about certain products.
In this paper, we will study a related problem: Group
Recommending, where the objective is to obtain recommendations for groups of people where their members may be inter-related in different ways. This kind of RS is appropriate for domains where a group of people participates in a single activity such as seeing a movie or going on holiday and also situations where a single person must make a decision about a group of people, for example, buying a company gift or deciding on a restaurant to go to. This is a relatively novel problem (research started focusing on group recommending at the start of the 21st century [19, 15] ) and has hardly been researched in literature. The purpose of this paper is to develop a general methodology based on the Bayesian network (BN) formalism for representing both the interactions between group members and the processes leading to the final choice or recommendation. In particular, our objective can be summarized in studying how to determine how a group of people rates a product which is unknown to the members of the group. We will not discuss subjects such as how the groups are formed, how long they have existed, and the relationships between their members. It should be noted that in this problem it is pointless to discuss strategies about how to obtain consensus between the different group members since they did not know the products before.
We consider BNs appropriate because they combine a qualitative representation of the problem by means of an explicit representation of the dependence relationships between items, users and groups, with a quantitative representation by means of a set of probability distributions, measuring the strength of these relationships. Throughout the process, we must consider the computational aspects of the RS, where the sparseness of the data and the fact that the ranking should be computed in real time constitute two challenging problems.
Thanks to BNs, the predicted group vote depends on the a posteriori joint probability distribution over all the possible rates that the members of the group should give in contrast to naive models where firstly a collaborative RS decides the vote for each user and then each predicted vote is merged using fixed criteria. The novelty of this approach is the representation of different decisions rules (approaches used by a group to mark the choice that is made) by means of conditional probability distributions.
The second section of this paper presents RS fundamentals and related work. Section 3 describes the BN topology, its learning algorithm and the estimation of the conditional probability distributions from the datasets. Section 4 shows how the groups have been modeled. Section 5 explains how the inference is performed in order to provide recommendations to the group. Section 6 presents some experimental results. Finally, Section 7 includes our conclusions and some comments about further research.
Related Work
Although many other approaches to the RS can be found in the literature [11] , in this paper we will focus on probabilistic model-based approaches to RS.
There are three main variants of RSs [1] . The first variant is content-based RSs [18, 4, 5] which store content information about each item to be recommended and this information will then be used to estimate how similar certain items are to each other or the similarity with respect to user preferences (also represented by means of a subset of content features). Collaborative filtering RSs attempt to identify groups of people with similar tastes to those of the user and to recommend items that they have liked. In this case, we can distinguish between two approaches. The first approach constructs a full joint probability distribution about the items and then uses this distribution to make predictions online. For instance, in [24, 3] BN learning algorithms are the tools by which the distribution is learned. BN-based classifiers [2, 17, 23] have also been applied for this purpose. The second approach builds several conditional models, one for each user, that predict the likelihood of an individual item given a combination of the observed votes for the remaining users [8] . Finally, hybrid RSs are a combination of both content and collaborative approaches. An example of hybrid collaborative filtering can be found in [21, 6] .
While the problem of single recommending has been widely explored in literature, the problem of group recommending is relatively new in our field, although the related problem of group decision making (deciding what is best for a group given the opinion of the individuals) has been extensively studied in economics, politics, and mathematics. Group recommending systems could be classified into two main categories, depending on whether or not they use member feedback:
• Passive members: the purpose is to provide recommendations about a set of items. Here the group members have a passive role in the sense that they do not evaluate the proposed recommendations, and this is closer to the classical RS approach. In addition, the dichotomy between content-based and collaborativebased group RSs can be found. Examples of contentbased group recommending are [12] , which are designed to generate a sequence of songs for a party taking into account the musical tastes of each party goer, and [15] , which selects the music stations to be played at a gym. These systems attempt to maximize overall group satisfaction by considering each member's preferences about genres or artists. Related to collaborative-based group RS is Polylens [19] , which is an extension of the MovieLens 1 [9] system that recommends movies to groups of users. These use nearest neighbor algorithms to find those individuals which are similar to group tastes and to obtain recommendations which merge the voting preferences of these individuals according to the principle of least misery.
• Active members: the objective is to obtain consensus between group members, and is similar to many decision support system approaches which imply that the users might evaluate system recommendations. For instance, [16] is designed to provide assistance to a group of friends trying to plan a skiing vacation. A recommendation is performed using the incremental critiquing method, whereby a compatibility score for the critiques of the user and those of the remaining group members is computed. [10] also helps a group of users to agree on the desired attributes of a vacation that they are planning to take together. In this system, the userspecifications are aggregated to produce group recommendations. In [13, 14, 25] , different strategies were studied for combining individual user models to adapt to groups, such as how humans select a sequence of television items to suit a group of viewers.
Group Modeling
In this paper we will focus on collaborative-based group RS. Firstly, we will briefly discuss the information source. We therefore typically have a large number m of items I = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I m } and a large set of n users, U = {U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U n }. Each user has rated certain some items, either explicitly or implicitly. We use r to denote the number of different values that can be used to rate an item (e.g. a movie can be rated on a scale of 1 to 5, or a product can be rated as relevant or not relevant). The set of observed data can be viewed as a very sparse n × m matrix, R, since a typical user only rates a very small fraction of the items. In the matrix R, r a,j represents the rate of user U a for the item I j and it is assumed to be zero when the item is not voted on by the user. For example, let us consider the following matrix where the rows represent the users, columns are used to represent items and r = 2. 
BN-based Collaborative RS
A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where the nodes represent the variables from the problem we want to solve. In this kind of graph, knowledge is represented in two ways [20] : qualitatively, showing the (in)dependencies between the variables, and quantitatively, expressing the strength with which we believe the dependence relationships, and represented using a set of conditional probability distributions. When we are interested in representing our knowledge by means of Bayesian networks, the first task is to select those variables which are relevant to the problem we are tackling. Each variable will be a node in the DAG and whenever two variables are related, a path must exist between them in the graph. These connections can be determined from an input dataset by means of a learning algorithm.
The objective of this section is to model the user ratings. In order to represent relationships between users, U, there might be a set of nodes in the BN which match the set of users. Each user variable U a will therefore represent the probability distribution associated to its pattern of rating, i.e. information about the probability that U a could vote with value i, P r(U a = i), with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}. BN learning implies searching over different network structures, and is exponential in the number of variables. We must therefore impose restrictions on the way the variables are related (the links in the graph) in order to make this stage efficient. In a collaborative RS, the vote prediction for a given user depends on the votes of the people with similar tastes or preferences. In order to facilitate the presence of these relationships in the model, we therefore propose that a new of set of nodes V be included to denote collaborative votes. There is one collaborative node for each user in the system, i.e. V = {V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n }. These nodes will also be used to estimate the probability distributions of the user votes and they will therefore take their values in the same domain as U, i.e. {1, 2, . . . , r}. 
Learning stage
The parent set of a variable V a in the graph, P a(V a ), will be learned from the database of votes, R. This set will contain those user variables, U b ∈ U, where U a and U b should have a greater similarity between their tastes. Given a similarity measure, the set P a(V a ) can therefore be obtained by using a threshold or considering only the first p variables in the ranking.
A first idea would be to select those users with the highest absolute value of Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC) 2 to measure the similarity between users, a criterion which is normally used as the basis for calculating the weights in different collaborative systems.
where the summations over j are over those items for which users U a and U b have recorded votes. If there are no common items in U a and U b voting records, then P CC(U a , U b ) = 0 by default. Additionally, r a is the mean vote for user U a , i.e.
From our point of view, various problems arise when this correlation coefficient is applied on our domain, where the dataset R is a very sparse matrix. For example, considering the data in Table 1 , P CC(U 1 , U 2 ) = −1 since both users only rated one item in common. In this case, U 1 will be set as a parent of V 2 and also U 2 is a parent of V 1 , resulting in low quality parent sets.
In order to avoid this situation, we propose that a different, but complementary, criterion be used and which takes into account the number of items that both U a and U b rated simultaneously, i.e. their overlap degree. It should be noted that we are not considering the particular votes, merely the fact that the users rated an item or not. We are considering that the greater the probability of a user U a rating an item which has been also rated by U b , the higher the quality of U b as the parent of variable U a , and the criterion can therefore be defined by
It should be noted that with this criterion, we are considering that the greater the number of items in common for U a and U b , the greater the similarity values. In order to illustrate how this measure works, we will consider the following example: let us consider a situation where U a has rated 100 movies and U b has rated 15 movies, 12 of these in common with U a . In this case, although U b could be considered as a more selective user than U a , knowing that U b rated a movie could be a good approximation about the probability that U a will rate the same movie, D(U a , U b ) = 0.8. On the other hand, if we know that user U a rated a movie, we are not so confident about the possibility of U b also voting for this movie,
The final similarity measure that we propose is therefore a combination of both criteria: vote correlation between common items and the overlap degree, i.e.
where abs denotes the absolute value. It should be noted that with this measure we are considering that the vote of both similar users and users with opposite tastes helps in the prediction of the final vote for an active user.
Estimating the conditional probability distributions
In order to complete the model specification, the numerical values for the conditional probabilities must be estimated from the datasets, but prior to this, we will introduce some notation. Thus, given a variable X i , lowercase letters are used to denote the variable realization. For instance, x i,j denotes the fact that variable X i takes the j th -value. We write P r(x i,j |pa(X i )) for P (X i = x i,j |pa(X i )), with pa(X i ) denoting a configuration of the parent set of X i , P a(X i ), or sometimes P r(X) to denote the probability distribution.
We must distinguish between user, U, and collaborative nodes, V. The first ones, since they are root nodes in the graph, store marginal probability distributions, with size lineal with the number of states (O(r)), whereas the second ones must store a set of conditional probability distributions with size exponential with the number of parents m (O(r m )). Since a collaborative node might be related with a great number of users, the assessment and storage of these probability values can be quite complex, and so we propose that a canonical model, similar to the one presented in [5] , be used to represent the conditional probabilities, and this will allow us to design a very efficient inference procedure.
For a given node X i , we must therefore define these probabilities as follows:
where y k,l is the value that variable Y k takes in the configuration pa(X i ) and w(y k,l , x i,j ) are weights measuring how this l th value of variable Y k describes the j th state of node X i . All these weights might be estimated from the datasets and could be defined as follows:
• For every user node U k , we need to assess the a priori probability distribution over his/her voting pattern. In this paper, we propose P r(
with |I(U k )| being the number of products that user U k has rated in the dataset, and N (u k,s ) being the number of times that user U k rated a product with the value s.
• Focusing on collaborative nodes V, in order to estimate the final vote for the user V a we must compute those weights given by users U b with similar tastes, i.e. U b ∈ P a(V a ). We propose that the following weighting scheme be used 
Adding Group Layer
As groups are usually created by their members, we will not consider questions about how groups are formed nor how they are managed. We will therefore assume that we know the composition of the groups, and our problem is to study how this information can be represented in the BN and also how to form recommendations for groups, i.e. how the inference processes can be performed.
Following [19] , there are two possible alternatives for group settings: the first one is to create a "pseudo-user" that represents the group tastes, and produces the group's recommendation in the same way as we obtain a single user's recommendation. The second alternative is to consider a group as a new entity where recommendations are made by considering the particular recommendations of its members in some way. This approach has the additional advantage of allowing a better explanation of the given recommendations. In this paper, we will consider this second approach since it better retains the essence of the BN philosophy. For each group in the system, we will therefore include a new node in the BN with the set of collaborative nodes corresponding to the group members as parents. Figure 2 illustrates a group G a with users U 1 , U 2 and U 3 as its members. We represent that the prediction of the group vote depends on the votes predicted by the collaborative component for each of its members. We use dashed lines to represent users-group relations since we might assume that the group is formed explicitly.
It is interesting to note that by modeling a group with a BN, the recommended vote for G a will not be obtained by combining the group members' ratings in an isolated way. The predicted rate will instead depend on all the possible vote configurations for the group's members. For example, in a two-member group (with two alternative ratings) we consider on one side the likelihood of both V 1 and V 2 voting with value 1, P r (v 1,1 , v 2,1 ) , and on the other, the probability, under this circumstance, of the group voting with value s, P r(G a = s|v 1,1 , v 2,1 ). This pair of probabilities will be computed for all the possible alternative ratings for the group's members, i.e. {v 1,2 , v 2,1 }, {v 1,1 , v 2,2 } and {v 1,2 , v 2,2 }. The final rate is then obtained by combining this rating, i.e.
P r(G
a = s) = i,j P r(G a = s|v 1,i , v 2,j ) × P r(v 1,i , v 2,j ).
Probabilities at group nodes
The objective of this section is to consider how the conditional probability distributions for group nodes can be assessed. It should be noted that for each group G i , we must assess the values P (G i = k|pa(G i )), k = 1, . . . , r, which represent the probability of the group voting with the value k given that we know a particular configuration for its members. This conditional probability distributions can be considered as a "social value function" describing how the opinions of the members affect the group's recommendation. Since the group might be large, we will use canonical models to define these probabilities. Following the ideas in [19] , we will consider three alternatives:
1. Average: Group vote (happiness) can be considered Table 2 . Representing social value functions by means of conditional probability distributions (Gi|1, 1, 1) {1, 0, 0} {1, 0, 0} P (Gi|1, 1, 2) {0.66, 0.33, 0} {0, 1, 0} P (Gi|1, 1, 3) {0.66, 0, 0.33} {0, 0, 1} P (Gi|1, 2, 1 
where w(G i,k , V j,s ) is the weight (effect) that the j th group member voting the s th value has in the vote k of the group. These weights can be defined as:
It should be noted that in this case we do not consider situations where there are users with a high quality opinion (experts). Nevertheless, these could easily be taken into account by means of a proper modification of the weights. The second column of Table 2 illustrates the performance of the average criterion for a group G i with three members voting in the range 1 to 3.
2. Maximum: the group vote is equal to the vote of the happiest group member. The conditional probability distributions are therefore defined as
with max{pa(G i )} being the maximum vote in the configuration pa(G i ). For example, let us consider the probabilities in Table 2 , third column.
3. Minimum: the group vote is associated to the happiness of the least happy members, i.e. the minimum vote of the individuals. This situation can be represented by means of
with min{pa(G i )} being the minimum vote in the configuration pa(G i ).
Computing the recommendations: Inference
Once the BN is completed, it specifies a complete joint probability distribution over all the variables, i.e. for a given configuration c = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) over the set of variables X 1 , . . . , X n , with x i being the value that variable X i takes in c then:
with pa(x i ) being the values that the parent set of X i in the BN, P a(X i ), takes in c.
Given this joint distribution, we can answer all possible inference queries by marginalization (summing out over irrelevant variables). In a BN framework, the user usually has some evidence about the state that a variable (or a set of variables) takes, and the problem is to compute the conditional (a posteriori) probability distribution for a variable given the evidence, P r(X i |ev). Although general purpose algorithms exist, this process takes exponential time with the number of nodes in the graph when applied to a BN with the proposed topology.
In order to present inference methods which are specially designed to work with our model, it is previously necessary to discuss how the users should interact with the system. In our case, the objective is to predict the vote that a group of users, G a , should give for a set of items, I
3 . In this case, we could consider that the set of unobserved items acts as evidence, i.e. ev = I, and we must compute P r(G a = s|ev), 1 ≤ s ≤ r. Let us examine how to include this evidence in the BN.
Given the evidence I, we are focusing on a world where the items in I are relevant. It therefore seems natural that we must change our belief in the vote distribution for any user who previously rated an item in I. For example, consider that item I j acts as evidence, i.e ev = {I j }. Let U i be a user who voted item I j with value s. In this case, given the evidence, it seems reasonable to increase our belief about the fact that "variable U i takes the state s". The particular way in which the belief over the candidate rates changes could be captured by means of the following expression: 3 In our case we assume that no member of the group has rated an item in I.
P r(U
(5) with N ev (U i ) being the number of items in the evidence set voted by user U i with value s and N ev (U i ) the number of items in the evidence set voted by user U i . It should be noted that when there is no evidence for a given user, the a posteriori probability coincides with the a priori probability distribution. In order to illustrate this situation, let us consider an RS where the items are a set of movies to be rated with 1 to 3 stars, and a user U who awarded "The Lion King (LK)" and "Finding Nemo (FN)" 2 and 3 stars, respectively. Given the evidence sets I 1 = {LK} and I 2 = {LK, F N }, the a posteriori probabilities are: P r(U = 2|I 1 ) = 1 and P r(U = 1|I 1 ) = P r(U = 3|I 1 ) = 0 whereas P r(U = 2|I 2 ) = P r(U = 3|I 2 ) = 0.5 and P r(U = 1|I 2 ) = 0.
Evidence Propagation
Considering the typical behavior of a collaborative system, we must predict the rate that an active group G a should assign to the evidence set. From a probabilistic point of view, we must compute P r(G a = s|ev), 1 ≤ s ≤ r, i.e.
P r(G
where we sum over all the possible configurations c for the set of irrelevant variables in U, V, G 4 . These probability values can be computed by propagating the evidence through the network. If we consider that in a BN a node is independent of all its predecessors since we know the particular values that its parents can take and also that by using the advantages of the canonical models used, these final probabilities could be computed efficiently. Nevertheless, we must distinguish two different situations: the first where the canonical weighted-sums (Equation 3) are used to represent all the conditional probability distributions, and the second where we use max or min gates to represent the probability distributions for group nodes.
Propagation with canonical weighted-sum
In this case, the probabilities can be obtained by means of a straight application of the following theorem [7] that shows how we can compute the exact probability values when using canonical weighted-sum representations. w(y j,k , x a,s ) · P r(y j,k |ev) .
In this case, a top-down propagation mechanism can be designed, where the posterior probabilities of one layer are obtained using the posterior probabilities computed in the previous layer, starting from the user nodes. It should be noted that for the user nodes, P r(U i |ev) is computed using equation 5.
Propagation with MIN and MAX gates
In this case, using the independencies in the BN and the fact that the evidence only contributes in user nodes,
where the sum is over all the possible configuration of the parent set of G a , P a(G a ), in the graph.
We therefore have two different problems:
This is quite expensive since for each possible configuration in the set P a(G a ), it is necessary to sum over a large set of variables, which is doubly exponential,
In order to solve this problem, we therefore propose that this probability value be approximated by assuming that the a posteriori probability for the collaborative nodes is independent given the evidence, i.e.
P r(pa(G
with j being the value that the collaborative node V i takes in the configuration pa(G a ).
2.
Once these values have been computed we still need to combine them with P r(g a,s |pa(G a )) in order to obtain the final probability distributions. This combination requires summing over the configurations in P a(G a ), which is exponential in the number of group members, O(r m ).
It can be proved that under the above independence assumption, the probability distribution P r(G a |ev) can be computed easily and efficiently (in an order linear with the number of the group members).
We shall first introduce some notation. Let s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n be an order over the states that variable X takes such that s i < s i+1 , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, let S X be a set of states in X and P r(X ∈ S x ) the probability that variable X takes any state in S x , i.e. if S x = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } then P r(X ∈ S x ) = P r(s 1 )+P r(s 2 )+P r(s 3 ). In addition, let m be the number of members of the group G a , i.e. m = |P a(G)|,
We shall now look at how to compute the a posteriori values for min and max gates:
• Max -Gate: the situation is similar to the previous one, but considering that
Vote Recommending
Once we have computed the a posteriori probability distribution P r(G a |ev), the problem is to decide on the final vote that the system might recommend to the group. There are two possibilities that we shall study in this paper. DP This alternative considers how the new evidence has been spread through the model trying to reduce the bias that, a priori, the group should have for a given vote. As we shall see, this alternative is particularly appropriate for those situations where the minimum and the maximum criteria are used to merge the individuals' votes. It should be noted that the min-gate is highly biased towards low value votes whereas the max-gate is biased towards high value rates. Therefore, the idea is to measure only the new piece of evidence that each candidate vote receives by means of the instantiation of the items. This new piece of evidence can be easily defined by considering the difference between the a priori (without evidence) and the a posteriori probability values, and returning the vote with the maximum difference.
Following with the example above, and considering the a priori probability distribution P r(G a = 1) = 0.1, P r(G a = 2) = 0.2, P r(G a = 3) = 0.25, P r(G a = 4) = 0.25 and P r(G a = 5) = 0.2, the vote 1 will be recommended.
One extremely important aspect in RS is the ability to explain the recommendations. In our case, the system would present both, the proposed group vote and also the results that each group member obtains individually. The purpose is to show group agreement and not the particular ratings of each member (it should be noted that showing the results for individual group members in an explanation to the group could present problems of privacy [14] in some group RS applications). For instance, the system can show a picture such as the one presented in Figure 4 which presents the voting preferences (on a scale of 1 to 5) of each group member (columns), using a black and white scale, where black means the favorite choice and white represents the least probable option. It should be noted that vote r is preferable to vote s is P r(U a = r|ev) > Pr(U a = s|ev) using the MP criteria and P r(U a = r|ev) − P r(U a = r) > P r(U a = s|ev)−P r(U a = s) using DP criteria. Thus, Figure 4 illustrates two different situations where the system could recommend the same vote (vote 4) for the group, but on the left-hand side there is not much agreement between This section presents some experimental results about the performance of the system. Since we do not have any databases for groups, we decided to use MovieLens and to learn the group relationships from it. The MovieLens dataset was collected by the GroupLens Research Project at the University of Minnesota during the seven-month period between September 19th, 1997 and April 22nd, 1998 with votes ranging from 1 to 5. The dataset contains 1682 movies and there are 943 users in the dataset, containing 100,000 transactions in the scale 1 to 5. In order to perform 5-fold cross validation, we have used the data sets U1.base and U1.test through U5.base and U5.test in MovieLens which split the collection into 80% for training and 20% for testing, respectively.
The collaborative component of the system is learned from training sets. In particular, for each collaborative node V i we look for the 10 most similar users using the similarity measure in Equation 2. It should be noted that all the conditional probability distributions stores in U and V nodes have been estimated from the training set as defined in Section 3.2 with parameters β = 1 and q i = 1/5.
Regarding the group relationships, we have also decided to learn the groups from the training datasets. In order to create groups, we follow some conclusions about how the groups have been created in the literature [10, 19] : the majority of the group members have similar tastes and it is usual for an administrator to create smaller sized groups (usually with two, three or four members). In our experimentation, the groups are formed as follows: we set each user as the group administrator and calculate at most ten similar users (those users who are positively correlated in the training dataset using Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC)). We then create groups of two, three and four members. In order to illustrate the homogeneity of the groups, we show in Table 3 the mean of Pearson's correlation coefficient between the group members and the average typical deviation, columns 2 and 3, respectively. From these values, we could conclude that although the groups are formed with related users, there is some variability among members.
The group test sets have been obtained from the MovieLens test datasets. Whenever we found a movie which had been rated by all the group members in the Ui.test set, i = 1, . . . , 5, we inserted a new entry in its respective group test database, UGi.test. This entry includes the number of the group, the common movie, and all the ratings given by its members. In Table 3 we show for each test dataset UGi.test the group number for each size (columns 4, 5 and 6) and column 7 presents the number of entries.
Figure 4. MAE results for each test set
Having presented the experimental framework, we shall now discuss how we will evaluate the accuracy of the system. Two different measures will be considered [9] : the percentage of success (%S), which measures the frequency with which the system makes correct predictions and the mean absolute error (MAE), which measures the average absolute deviation between a predicted rate and the group's true rate. In both measures, it is necessary to know the real rate of the group. Since we do not know this vote, it will be computed by means of a merging strategy using the individual real votes from UG i .test. Three different alternatives are considered: the final group rate is the minimum (MIN), maximum (MAX), and average (AVG) rate of its members.
In order to evaluate the quality of our approach, we consider two different situations, depending on whether or not we consider the group layer in the BN. The idea is to test the benefits obtained by using MIN, MAX and AVG gates to represent social value functions in the BN-based model. The group rate in the second alternative, which could be considered as the baseline, is obtained by merging, with the MIN, MAX or AVG criteria, the rates that individually the collaborative component proposes for each group member, i.e. using the results at nodes V. In addition, at nodes V we consider the same two strategies for deciding the final rate: select the most probable (MP) rate or the rate with the highest difference between the a priori and the a posteriori probability distributions (DP). Table 4 presents the average results obtained after repeating the experiment with each training and test set. It is worth mentioning that although we present the average results, the conclusions are comparable in the five experimental test sets (see Figure 4 showing the MAE results when using the MIN, MAX and AVG criteria). From this table, we can conclude that the best results for MAX and MIN value functions have been obtained when modeling the relations between the group members by means of BN using DP as the selection criteria. We think that this is because when MP criteria are used, and due to the extreme behavior of these gates, the a priori probability values have a strong weight in the final decisions. In the AVG case, the results are quite similar to those obtained with the baseline (MAE 0.565 vs. 0.563, respectively). It is interesting to note that when the group layer with AVG function is considered, there are no great differences between the use of DP or MP, although MP seems to be preferable in all the test sets. Finally, with respect to the baseline model, it is always better to use the MP criteria to decide the final vote for each user.
Conclusions
A general BN-based model for group recommending has been proposed in this paper, and this is an intuitive representation of the relationships between users and groups. The mechanisms used by the group to decide the proposed rate are encoded by means of conditional probability distributions stored at the group nodes. Taking into account efficiency considerations, these distributions have been assessed by means of canonical modes. The use of these mod-els also allows the a posteriori probabilities to be computed (necessary for deciding the recommended rate) in linear time. Guidelines for how to estimate the probability values from a data set and also how the RS interacts with the users have been given. It must be noted that the proposed model is quite general, since it can be applied to different recommendation tasks (such as find good items or predict rates) for a single item or for a set of items.
By way of future work, we are planning to evaluate the model with real data, involving real groups to determine the quality of the recommendations provided. We will also attempt to incorporate mechanisms that enable consensus to be reached between group members and specifications for other social value functions to be incorporated (such as the majority rate).
